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Abstract: This study explored retail location performance of cities by investigating relationships
between changes in retail property stock (supply), changes in retail rental value (demand), and
spatial accessibility (retail consumer movement) across three UK cities, namely, Leeds, Newcastle,
and York. This is to understand how retail locations and assets can be managed sustainably. In this
sense, sustainability was considered through a dual focus in this paper: (1) the efficient use of retail
property assets for economic purposes and (2) the impact of these physical retail assets on the local
environment in terms of carbon footprint. The study relied on space syntax ideology in computing
spatial accessibility index and adopted business rate datasets in computing changes in retail rental
value and stock. Findings showed that spatial accessibility across retail locations could predict
the performance of retail rental value (but not stock) across the sampled cities. The study further
showed that extent of city analysis (scale) is significant in estimating retail location performance
and understanding the influence of accessibility. This evidence has the potential to facilitate better
decision-making concerning the planning, design, and management of retail locations and spaces.
The study is significant because it can serve as a reference for promoting an urban sustainability
agenda, especially in ensuring that urban land and properties are used optimally to maximise their
social, economic, and environmental values.

Keywords: sustainability; accessibility; rental value; retail space; cities; scale

1. Introduction

Sustainable utilisation of urban retail space can be achieved by balancing environ-
mental, societal, and economic needs. As the challenges facing the retail property sector
(e.g., the demise of high streets, increasing store closures, vacancy rates, and void periods)
continue to grow, the global mission towards sustainability and resilience remains an uphill
task [1]. In this sense, sustainability was considered through a dual focus in this paper:
(1) the efficient use of retail property assets for economic purposes and (2) the impact
of these physical retail assets on the local environment in terms of carbon footprint. In
other words, within a given location, retail spaces can be optimally set out to minimise
travelling distance of consumers, thereby reducing the carbon footprint of consumers and
maximising the potential footfall (consumer movement towards retail properties) and dwell
time (consumers stopping at retail properties) in retail locations. In turn, this process can
lead to the more efficient performance of these assets through greater consumer interaction.

This then results in greater business turnover, demand for these optimum locations,
and increased rental levels for landlords. The decision regarding where to shop is highly
connected to accessibility which, if impeded, can discourage shopping and have an adverse
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effect on the sustainable performance of retail locations. Indeed, successful retail locations
tend to be those that benefit from quality urban design and form, where adequate consid-
eration is given to accessibility, pedestrian movement and transport connectivity [2]. In
this sense, a sustainable retail property is one that generates an optimum return for the
landlord and turnover for tenants, emits low (no) carbon, and is positioned in an optimum
location to reduce the carbon footprints of consumers, suppliers, employers, and others.

In line with the triple-bottom-line framework of sustainability [3], it is becoming
increasingly important for local planners, town centre managers, property developers,
investors, landlords and retailers to have a thorough understanding of how consumer
movement influences shopping behaviour and, by extension, retail location performance
and viability [4]. A clear understanding of the nexus of accessibility and retail location
performance will also enable strategic planning, asset management, and the optimum
utilisation of urban retail spaces. To this end, the central research question that guides this
study is: how does consumer movement influence the performance of retail locations?

To consider this situation, the study applied an innovative space syntax methodology
to measure accessibility (spatial distribution of retail consumers) across three UK cities.
The study considered how optimum utilisation of urban retail space could be achieved
through analysing the relationships between accessibility (using a consumer movement
index) and the changes in rental value and floor area across these different locations. The
principle on which the research was based is that analysis of accessibility and consumer
movement (using space syntax methodology to compute spatial accessibility) in cities
could inform the sustainable distribution of retail uses within a city. This is because
consumer choice influences the decision making of retail occupiers, investors/landlords,
and property developers. It is this spatial activity of retail consumers, in each location, that
helps determine the sustainable vitality of the said location [5].

The novel method adopted in this paper examines spatial accessibility and changes
in retail rental value (demand), as well as changes in stock (supply) across the three UK
cities, namely, Leeds, Newcastle, and York. The research adopted street network (spatial
configuration) analysis, based on Space Syntax theory, to compute spatial accessibility as
a measure of retail consumer movement across the sampled cities at different scales. The
study offers original findings concerning the implication of the extent (scale) of city analysis
in mapping the future location performance of retail spaces in the case study cities.

The remainder of this paper is divided into four sections. Section 2 presents the
research principles and conceptual framework, reviews key literature, and identifies gaps
in the knowledge and understanding. Section 3 introduces the method of analysis and
identifies the data employed in the study. Sections 4 and 5 present the analysis, results,
and conclusions.

2. The Conceptual Framework

Several studies [5–12] have investigated the connections between street connectivity,
urban land uses, and the inherent value of assets in associated locations. These studies have
established different types of relationships between spatial accessibility, human movement,
and land value. However, little is known regarding how spatial accessibility correlates with
changes in retail rental value and stock across different locations, and it is this knowledge
gap that this study sought to fill. The paper argues that if there is a significant relationship
between spatial accessibility and changes in retail property value and/or stock in a given
location, then it would be possible to forecast the future performance of that retail location
using regression modelling where the latter is the dependent variable and the former
the predictor.

As reported earlier in the paper, physical retailing relies on connecting streets, which
serve as corridors for human movement within a city and the way a street network is laid
out influences consumer movement flows, accessibility, and concentration of footfall [3,13].
This study, therefore, serves as an evidence base for urban policies and decisions that can
drive the viability and success of retail locations and developments.
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The study is significant for the following reasons. Firstly, the findings established that
the future performance of retail locations can be understood by evaluating the relationship
between accessibility and changes in demand for retail spaces. This evidence is vital
because it has the potential to facilitate better decision-making concerning the planning,
design, and management of retail locations and spaces. Secondly, the study is significant
because it can serve as a reference for promoting urban sustainability agenda, especially
in ensuring that urban land and premises are used optimally to maximise their social,
economic, and environmental values. Retail developments are expected to deliver financial
gains to developers and investors but they are also gaining increasing attention for their
social value [14]; the UK Green Building Council’s framework defines social value in terms
of the wellbeing and quality of life improvements real properties can deliver to stakeholders.
More specifically, ”in the context of the built environment, social value is created when
buildings, places and infrastructure support environmental, economic and social wellbeing,
and in doing so improve the quality of life of people” [15] (p.4). According to this definition,
any agenda that ensures the viability and success of retail locations and developments is
ultimately helping to achieve sustainability in cities.

The importance of consumer movement on the successes of retail locations is rela-
tively well known [16]. However, the assessment and understanding of dynamic consumer
spatial behaviour across urban retail spaces is comparatively rare. This is because it can be
complicated to examine this situation due to the size, complexity, and volatility of collective
consumer behaviour within a given location. Earlier studies [17–19] that investigated
consumer spatial behaviour across cities have typically relied on observational and physio-
logical methods. However, retail location theories that have explored spatial relationships
between retail rental value and accessibility have not considered the possible implications
of changes in spatial extent. Notable works such as bid rent theory [6], concentric zone
model [20], and central place theory [17] were established on the assumptions that city
boundaries (and the dynamism within) are fixed. However, subsequent studies [21–23]
argue that such static concepts are beginning to lose relevance because of the dynamic
changes in city morphology.

To consider this new situation, it is important to consider the possible influence of
changes in the extent of city boundary on relationships between spatial accessibility and
retail market performance (including, rental value, retail clustering, and property stock).
This inherent changeability influences the evolution of locations associated with retail
property and the overall street network of a given location. By using Space Syntax principles
(and related software), this study sought to overcome several of the above limitations by
examining the ‘street network’ to comprehensively assess how consumers move ‘through’
and ‘to’ urban locations. Several studies have now applied spatial configuration analysis to
investigate the relationship between spatial accessibility and urban economic data across
different cities [5,12,24–26]. However, these studies have not considered the possible
implications of changes in the scale of street network city analysis.

Nevertheless, it is essential to note that the technique has been criticised for various
reasons. For example, authors have challenged perceived inconsistencies and inherent
assumptions that human movement follows a set of procedural rules while moving from
one location to another [27]. Other studies [28,29] have shown that humans exhibit random
movement while navigating across street networks for different reasons, including shop-
ping. These perceived shortcomings led to the formulation of normalised angular choice
(NACH) [30] to enhance its scientific explanation of human movement and relationships
with urban socio-economic variables.

The underlying method in this paper rests upon the development of a Spatial Acces-
sibility Index that denotes the concentration and distribution of human movement on a
given street network. The hypothetical illustration in Figure 1 illustrating the connection of
streets (A, B, C, and D) helps to explain how analysing street connectivity can help inform
human movement and the development of an accessibility score for a given location.
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Figure 1. Connecting Street Network I.

Figure 1 shows four connecting streets that permit human movement across the entire
street network. However, the relative power, usefulness, and weight that individual streets
contribute to ensuring movement across the entire street network differ. Conceivably, the
role played by street ‘A’ is higher than those of B, C, and D for movement to exist across the
street network. Put differently, without street A, movement will only be possible within
individual streets and will not be able to extend beyond that individual street. However,
without street B, movement is still possible across the remaining three streets (i.e., A, C,
and D) and vice versa.

Consequently, street A is more likely to experience the highest natural movement
than other connecting streets (B, C, and D). Therefore, the accessibility score of street A is
the highest because of its location, position, and role in ensuring movement in the given
street network. Meanwhile, streets B, C, and D have the lowest (and equal) accessibility
scores. The addition of more connecting streets to Figure 1 further explains the hierarchy of
consumer movement in a given street network. Figure 2 reveals that streets ‘E’ and ‘F’ have
been added to the initial Figure 1.

Figure 2. Connecting Street Network II.

The above illustration (Figure 2) shows that streets ‘C’ and ‘D’ are more important
than streets ‘E’ and ‘F’, while street ‘A’ maintains its superiority over all other streets.
This is because for movement to exist beyond streets E and F, there must be streets D and
C respectively. In other words, the accessibility index of the streets re-prioritises as the
street network extends. Meaning the initial lowest accessibility score for streets C and D
in Figure 1 has shifted to streets E and F because of the extensions in the street network.
Strictly speaking, a Spatial Accessibility Index of a given location within a city is not a fixed value,
but is dependent on the extent of city analysis.

Computation of the spatial accessibility of the street network can now be achieved
using Space Syntax software (Depthmap), which is an open-source spatial configura-
tion analysis tool that measures ‘to-movement’ and ‘through-movement’. Respectively,
‘to-movement’ and ‘through-movement’ indicate the integration (closeness) and choice
(betweenness) values of individual street segments within a given street network. Simply
put, ‘integration value’ is a measure of how close a street (or location) is to every other
location within an analysed street network. It measures the possibility of moving towards
that location if movement is evenly distributed across the street network [31].
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On the other hand, the choice value measures the possibility that a street (location)
will be used as a connection to all other locations within the street network. In other
words, the ‘choice value’ of a street indicates the probability that a given street will allow
movement to every other location if movement is to be initiated across a given street
network. Studies [31,32] have shown that these parameters reflect approximately 70% of
the observed human movement within different cities (locations), despite not factoring
human behaviours in their computations. The output was confirmed by [30], who recorded
an 80% match between configured spatial movement and observed/actual movements in
the case study cities.

3. Method: Data and Procedures

This research applied four (4) basic steps to achieve the research objectives. The first
step was to compute changes in demand and supply across the three sampled cities. The
second step was to conduct spatial configuration (street segment) analysis on the under-
lying street network of the sampled cities at both mesoscale (2 km radii) and macroscale
(10 km radii) to measure Spatial Accessibility Indexes. The third step was to examine
the relationships between the retail property market and Spatial Accessibility Indexes
across the analysed cities (at mesoscale and macroscale) to establish the significance of
relationships across variables. The fourth step was to estimate retail location performance
based on the significance of relationships between variables. The following subsections
explain these four key steps.

3.1. Computing Changes in Retail Space Demand and Supply

In this paper, changes in retail rental value and changes in retail stock denote changes
in demand and changes in the supply of retail spaces respectively [5,33,34]. The changes
in retail rental value and changes in retail stock (floor area) across the case study cities
between 2010 and 2019 were computed. Business rates data from England’s Valuation
Office Agency (VOA), which contain rental value, floor area, address, use, date of valuation,
and special category (SCAT) codes across England and Wales, were used as the basis for
establishing the changes in demand and supply of retail spaces across the studied cities.
Retail property data across the three case study cities (specifically, Leeds, Newcastle, and
York) were retrieved for 2010 and 2019 using the MS Access tool. To minimise errors and
avoid bias, the research adopted the same sets of SCAT codes to define the extent (types)
of retail property for the dates across the three cities. The extracted retail property data
were then organised in tables using MS Access and MS Excel tools. Addresses (primarily
postcodes) of the retail property units were then bulk geocoded to assist geospatial analysis
in QGIS.

3.2. Computing Spatial Accessibility Indexes

Spatial accessibility was measured through spatial configuration analysis of the sam-
pled cities at two scales using Depthmap. The street network for each of the three (3) sam-
pled cities were obtained at mesoscales (2 km radii) and macroscales (10 km radii) from
the Ordnance Survey OS maps. The mesoscale and macroscale can be attributed as the
city centre and city-wide network respectively. OS MasterMap was adopted as a base map
for the spatial configuration analysis because it is detailed and compatible with the other
spatial analysis tools (mainly ArcGIS, QGIS and Depthmap) adopted in this research.

The OS data were verified and edited (by planarising and deleting non-connected
street edges) in ArcGIS before being exported to Depthmap for spatial configuration (street
segment) analysis. In Depthmap, global street segment analyses were run on each of the
investigated street networks (Leeds mesoscale, Leeds macroscale, Newcastle mesoscale,
Newcastle macroscale, York mesoscale, and York macroscale) to obtain the values of
integration, choice, and NACH parameters for all the street segments within the network.
The values of integration, choice, and NACH parameters as obtained from the Depthmap
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were syntactic values that were ranked into percentiles for a meaningful interpretation of
the accessibility scores as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Rankings of accessibility values.

S/no Accessibility Index Interpretation

1 0–20 Very low

2 21–40 Low

3 41–60 Moderate

4 61–80 High

5 Above 80 Very high

The relationships between the accessibility indexes of integration, choice, and NACH
parameters were investigated with the changes in retail rental value and stock for all the
sampled layouts.

3.3. Relationship Analyses between Variables

Spatial and statistical analyses were conducted in investigating the relationships be-
tween accessibility indexes (independent variables) and changes in the demand/supply of
retail space (dependent variables) in the cyclical and iterative process, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Procedural stages in analysing relationships between variables.

The initial spatial analysis between the investigated variables was examined in QGIS
to visualise the relationships and prepare variables for statistical analysis. Thereafter, sta-
tistical analysis was conducted to perform two key roles. The first role was to quantify
the visualised relationships between variables. The second was to determine the signif-
icance/insignificance relationships between the variables while testing for Spearman’s
rho correlation. Subsequently, spatial analyses were conducted in QGIS to map the esti-
mates of the dependent variables (changes in demand/supply) using the coefficients of the
independent variables obtained from the earlier statistical analysis (namely, Spearman’s
rho correlation test). (Spearman’s rho correlation test was adopted since the investigated
variables are ranked values).

Having computed the changes in retail rental value and stock and completed spatial
configuration analysis to obtain accessibility values of integration, choice, and NACH
parameters, all variables were imported into QGIS as point features. It is important to
emphasise that the configured street network was exported from Depthmap as point format
rather than linear format. This was necessary to ensure the objectives of estimating and
mapping the future location performance of retail spaces across the sampled layouts were
achieved. Specifically, exporting the accessibility parameters as linear features would have
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limited this investigation to only quantifying and visualising the relationships between
variables. Subsequently, three basic steps were taken in QGIS at the initial spatial analysis
stage (before the statistical analysis). These steps comprised:

1. Delineating spatial layouts into grids (locations),
2. Joining attributes of points features to grids, and
3. Grouping attributes of variables

The above steps were taken to define and delineate the analysed cities (retail) spaces
into locations. Put differently, analyses were based on delineated locations and not individ-
ual retail stores and street segments.

3.3.1. Delineating Spatial Layouts into Grids (Locations)

All the sampled cities were delineated into locations using the vector grid tool in QGIS.
This was necessary to establish a uniform basis for localised relationship analyses between
computed changes in demand/supply and Spatial Accessibility Indexes at mesoscale
and macroscale levels. This is because the study understands that relationships between
variables could vary across locations and should be seen as such for practical applications.
To maintain uniformity in approach, the same sizes of grid tiles were adopted in defining
locations at macroscales and mesoscales across the three sampled cities. The sizes of the
grid tiles (polygonal feature) at macroscales and mesoscales were specified as 500 m by
500 m and 200 m by 200 m tiles respectively. These sizes were chosen because of the
intelligibility view at mesoscale and macroscales (having experimented with different
sizes). Subsequently, the attributes of all the investigated variables (in point features) were
later joined to the delineated grids in QGIS.

3.3.2. Joining Attributes of Point Features to Grids

A join-attribute-by-location tool in QGIS was adopted to join the variable attributes
to grid positions. Thus, the accessibility values of integration, choice, and NACH and
computed changes in rental value and stock were spatially attached to the correct grid tiles.
Intrinsically, the distribution of points of the accessibility parameters (integration, choice,
and NACH) depict the street network pattern, while that of changes in retail demand and
supply reveals the concentration pattern of retail activities across the sampled cities. The
joined attributes were later grouped per delineated grid tiles.

3.3.3. Grouping Attributes of Variables

Group-stat tool in QGIS was adopted in calculating (summing and averaging) the
attributes of variables per grid. In doing so, the attributes of variables (point feature) were
converted and merged into the delineated grids (polygonal feature). Changes in retail
rental value and stock were computed per grid by summing up the attributes of these
variables in each grid.

Meanwhile, computation of accessibility was completed by averaging the syntactic
values of integration, choice, and NACH per grid tile. The logic behind averaging (and not
summing up) accessibility values per grid was that these values are nominal and, intrinsi-
cally, summing up would disrupt the accessibility outputs of spatial configuration (street
network) analysis as obtained from Depthmap. Experiments in this research confirmed
that averaging the syntactic/accessibility values of variables per grid (polygonal feature)
maintains a similar visual interpretation with street network analysis (linear feature), as
obtained in Depthmap. However, there were obvious dissimilarities in visual interpretation
when accessibility values were summed for each grid. Consequently, relationships between
averaged accessibility values of integration, choice, NACH (independent variables), and
summed changes in retail rental value and stock (dependent variables) per grid tile were
conducted across the sampled cities at mesoscales and macroscales.

Table 2 summarises the number of retail property units, street segments, and grid tiles
across the cities at mesoscale and macroscales.
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Table 2. Number of grids (locations) per spatial layout.

Spatial
Extents Cities Size of Tiles

No. of Retail
Units
(Point

Feature)

No. of Street
Segments

(Point
Feature)

No. of Grids
(Polygonal

Feature)

Mesoscale

Leeds 40,000 m2 2726 16,144 310

Newcastle 40,000 m2 2027 12,499 295

York 40,000 m2 1159 11,412 133

Macroscale

Leeds 250,000 m2 8101 71,106 933

Newcastle 250,000 m2 5320 76,221 519

York 250,000 m2 2190 41,816 250

Having grouped the variables into locations, Spearman’s rho correlation tests were
conducted to determine the significance/insignificance of relationships between variables
per delineated grid tiles across the spatial layouts. This resulted in estimating and mapping
retail location performance using coefficients of accessibility parameters.

3.4. Relationship Analyses between Variables

Statistical analyses of Spearman’s rho correlation tests that establish the significance/
insignificance of relationships between dependent variables (changes in retail rental value
and changes in retail stock) and independent variables (integration, choice, and NACH)
were useful in the estimating and mapping of retail location performance. In this experi-
mental research, the significance of relationships between variables in the Spearman rho correlation
tests was the condition for estimating the dependent variables in a city layout. Namely, for an
estimate of either change in retail rental value or change in retail stock to be made, all
the three accessibility indexes (integration, choice, and NACH) must exhibit a significant
relationship with the dependent variables [30]. Setting up such a condition aims to improve
the likelihood of estimating retail location performance correctly.

Intrinsically, the study developed a preceding regression equation to estimate changes
in retail rental value and/or changes in retail stock using the coefficients of integration,
choice, and NACH parameters as follows:

Changes in retail rental value = a + bIntegeration + bChoice + bNACH + e (1)

Changes in retail stock = a + bIntegeration + bChoice + bNACH + e (2)

where ‘a’ is the constant coefficient value; ‘b’ is the corresponding coefficient of accessibility
indexes; ‘e’ is the error term.

The above equations were applied to all the investigated cities at mesoscales and
macroscales. The formula equations were populated for all locations that were deemed
estimable based on the conditions of variables demonstrating significant relationships. The
results (that is, estimates of retail location performance) were ranked into very high, high,
neutral, low, and very low for visualisation in QGIS.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Characteristics of Retail Space Demand, Supply, and Spatial Accessibility Indexes

This section presents the relationships between changes in retail rental value, changes
in retail stock, and Spatial Accessibility Indexes across the investigated cities at mesoscales
and macroscales. Figure 4 shows the computed changes in retail rental value and stock
across scales between 2010 and 2019.
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Figure 4. Percentage changes in retail rental value and stock across sampled cities scales 2010–2019.

The figure displays the dynamic characteristics of the retail property market in terms
of demand and supply. It shows that the changes in the retail property market differ
across the extent of city analysis. As expected, the percentage changes in both variables
are not the same at both mesoscale and macroscale for all the sampled cities. This result
challenges similar studies [5,33,34] that have explored aggregate changes in property
market variables in cities without considering the extent of the cities covered in their works.
This paper contends that the aggregate changes in retail rental value and stock, either
positive or negative, are not a complete interpretation until the extent of the analysed cities
is considered. Consequently, results from this study caution analysing city property market
performance without considering the extent to which the city network is analysed. The
result suggests that the extent of city analysis can influence the interpretation of retail
property market performance in cities.

Whilst the dynamism in relation to the supply and demand of retail spaces could have
been caused by many (different) factors, this study did not query the factors behind the
dynamism but investigated its relationships with Spatial Accessibility Indexes across the
cities’ scales. Table 3 shows the Spatial Accessibility Indexes of integration, choice, and
NACH across the cities’ scales.

The results indicate that the investigated parameters exhibited relatively consistent
characteristics across the sampled layouts. For example, the choice parameter across the
scales confirmed that the majority (range 60%–97%) of the delineated locations had a very
low (0–20) choice value. Meanwhile, results about integration and NACH parameters
appeared similar across all the scales, where most of the locations were ranked within a
high index (specifically, 61–80). These results suggest that the Spatial Accessibility Indexes,
namely, integration, choice, and NACH exhibited relatively consistent trends across cities,
irrespective of the changes in cities and the extent of analysis. This is a strong indication
that Spatial Accessibility Indexes are scientifically computed and scored based on the
underlying cities’ streets (spatial configuration). As such, the accessibility index across
the cities exhibited relatively similar spatial distribution and behaviour, irrespective of the
scale of analysis. This result supports and further clarifies Hillier’s philosophy on generic
cities [35]. However, the results in this study explain that careful consideration of the
city-scale must be made when investigating the relationships between Spatial Accessibility
Indexes and urban economic variables, for instance, rental value and stock.
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Table 3. Spatial accessibility indexes (% in parentheses).

Parameter Index
Leeds
Meso

(n = 310)

Leeds
Macro

(n = 933)

Newcastle
Meso

(n = 295)

Newcastle
Macro

(n = 519)

York
Meso

(n = 133)

York
Macro

(n = 250)

Integration 0–20 2 (1%) 57 (6%) 0 (0%) 1 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Integration 21–40 6 (2%) 0 (0%) 2 (1%) 0 (0%) 2 (1%) 0 (0%)
Integration 41–60 60 (19%) 70 (7%) 66 (22%) 87 (17%) 9 (7%) 19 (8%)
Integration 61–80 170 (55%) 566 (61%) 140 (47%) 336 (65%) 65 (49%) 115 (46%)
Integration 81> 73 (23%) 241 (26%) 88 (30%) 97 (19%) 58 (43%) 117 (47%)

Choice 0–20 278 (89%) 902 (97%) 277 (94%) 500 (96%) 80 (60%) 219 (87%)
Choice 21–40 18 (6%) 22 (2%) 12 (4%) 7 (1%) 32 (24%) 19 (8%)
Choice 41–60 10 (3%) 6 (1%) 4 (1%) 2 (0%) 13 (10%) 10 (4%)
Choice 61–80 3 (1%) 3 (0%) 2 (1%) 8 (2%) 5 (4%) 2 (1%)
Choice 81> 2 (1%) 1 (0%) 1 (0%) 3 (1%) 4 (3%) 1 (0%)

NACH 0–20 9 (3%) 58 (6%) 0 (0%) 48 (9%) 3 (2%) 0 (0%)
NACH 21–40 10 (3%) 0 (0%) 3 (1%) 6 (1%) 5 (4%) 0 (0%)
NACH 41–60 78 (25%) 28 (3%) 10 (3%) 108 (21%) 12 (9%) 26 (10%)
NACH 61–80 176 (57%) 803 (86%) 36 (12%) 279 (54%) 113 (84%) 216 (86%)
NACH 81> 38 (12%) 45 (5%) 247 (83%) 79 (15%) 1 (1%) 9 (4%)

4.2. Relationships between Variables and Their Implications in Estimating Retail
Location Performance

The relationships between variables across sampled layouts were explored using
Spearman’s Rho correlation coefficient because the analysed variables had been ranked
into locations (grids). Fundamentally, the monotonic relationship between the variables is
expected. Table 4 summarises the significance and coefficients of the relationships between
the investigated variables at the sampled layouts of Leeds, Newcastle, and York.

Table 4. Spearman’s rho correlation coefficient results.

Sampled Layouts Variables Integration Choice NACH

Leeds Mesoscale (n = 310)
∆Rental Value 4 (0.411) 4 (0.187) 4 (0.183)
∆Retail Stock 4 (0.390) X 4 (0.157)

Newcastle Mesoscale (n = 295)
∆Rental Value 4 (0.333) X 4 (0.128)
∆Retail Stock 4 (0.233) X X

York Mesoscale (n = 133)
∆Rental Value 4 (0.471) 4 (0.248) 4 (0.206)
∆Retail Stock 4 (0.375) X X

Leeds Macroscale (n = 933)
∆Rental Value 4 (0.394) X X
∆Retail Stock 4 (0.248) X X

Newcastle Macroscale (n = 519)
∆Rental Value 4 (0.221) 4 (0.172) 4 (0.191)
∆Retail Stock 4 (0.197) X X

York Macroscale (n = 250)
∆Rental Value 4 (0.341) X X
∆Retail Stock 4 (0.257) X X

4 = correlation significant at 0.01 level (2-tailed); X = no significant correlation at 0.01 level (2-tailed); ∆ = Change;
Estimable layouts highlighted in yellow.

Table 4 reveals that there were variations in coefficients denoting the strengths of
relationships between variables across the scales. The relationships between variables
across the six sampled layouts indicate that the smaller the extent of city analysis, for
example, mesoscale, the stronger the relationships between variables. Put differently, as
the extent of the investigated cities increases, the weaker the strength of the relationships
between variables and vice versa. The results further demonstrate that changes in retail
rental value (demand) showed stronger relationships with the accessibility parameters than
the changes in retail stock (supply) across all sampled layouts. The interpretation of this is
that spatial accessibility has a stronger influence on changes in retail rental value (demand)
than changes in retail stock (supply) in any given city layout.
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The conditions established for estimating retail location performance and the collated
results on relationships between variables (Table 4) suggest that changes in retail rental
value at Leeds mesoscale, York mesoscale, and Newcastle macroscale can be estimated
using the coefficients of integration, choice, and NACH parameters. This is because the
three accessibility indexes showed significant relationships with changes in retail rental
value (and not changes in stock) at only Leeds mesoscale, York mesoscale, and Newcastle
macroscale. In essence, Equation (1) consisting of changes in retail rental value (dependent
variable) and the Spatial Accessibility Indexes (independent variables) were computed
across the estimable layouts (Leeds mesoscale, York mesoscale, and Newcastle macroscale).
It is essential to note that this paper did not focus on the logic behind Newcastle macroscale,
exhibiting estimable quality over Newcastle mesoscale. However, it can be understood that
each city exhibits different behaviour when investigating the relationships between Spatial
Accessibility Indexes and retail property market data using this approach. Essentially, the
paper recommends that the extent of a city should be considered when estimating retail
location performance based on accessibility.

Table 5 presents the regression coefficients results pertaining to the Spatial Accessi-
bility Indexes on changes in retail rental value at Leeds mesoscale, York mesoscale, and
Newcastle macroscale.

Table 5. Regression coefficients of the Spatial Accessibility Index on changes in retail rental value.

Estimable Layouts Variables Regression Coefficients
(∆Rent- Dependent) Sig.

Leeds Mesoscale
n = 310

Rˆ2 = 0.34

Constant 75.172 0.003

NACH −37.673 0.058

Choice 1.114 0.057

Integration −0.545 0.094

York Mesoscale
n = 133

Rˆ2 = 0.36

Constant 107.122 0.06

NACH −29.732 0.271

Choice 0.257 0.452

Integration −0.974 0.048

Newcastle Macroscale
n = 519

Rˆ2 = 0.23

Constant 11.553 0.582

NACH −10.169 0.563

Choice 1.246E-8 0.109

Integration 0.002 0.591

Consequently, Equation (1) was updated using the above regression coefficients.
Equations (3), (4) and (5) represent estimated measures of changes in retail rental value on
Leeds mesoscale, York mesoscale, and Newcastle macroscale respectively.

Estimate Changes_RV @ Leeds mesoscale = 75.172 − 0.545Int +1.114Choice −37.673NACH (3)

Estimate Changes_RV @ York mesoscale = 107.122 − 0.974Int + 0.257Choice −29.732NACH (4)

Estimate Changes_RV @ Newcastle macroscale = 11.553 +0.002Int +1.246E-8Choice −10.169NACH (5)

The above equations (coefficients) were populated for all required locations in MS
Excel and georeferenced in QGIS. Consequently, estimates of the performance of retail rental
value across the estimable cities’ layouts were visualised as maps. Figures 5–7 are maps
displaying the locational estimate of changes in retail rental value (using Equations (3)–(5))
for Leeds mesoscale, York mesoscale, and Newcastle macroscale respectively.
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Figure 5. Estimated changes in retail rental value at Leeds mesoscale.

Figure 6. Estimated changes in retail rental value at York mesoscale.
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Figure 7. Estimated changes in retail rental value at Newcastle macroscale.

Significantly, Figures 5–7 illustrate the future potential to earn rent based on the
accessibility of locations. Seeing as the actual changes in retail rental values (Figure 4) vary
across cities and scales, so do the predicted changes in retail rental values (Figures 5–7). For
example, Figure 5 predicts the irregular distribution of changes (positive and negative) in
retail rental value across the Leeds mesoscale. Similarly, Figure 6 reveals that there will be
a regular distribution of changes in retail rental value across locations at York mesoscale.
Many of these locations will experience positive changes with just a few negative changes
occurring at the core of York’s mesoscale. Meanwhile, Figure 7 reveals that all locations
across Newcastle macroscale are estimated to have positive changes in retail rental value
in an irregular pattern. The results show that accessibility scores of locations can help
predict the demand for retail spaces within a given location. Nonetheless, the scale of city
analysis is significant in mapping the relationships between variables and estimating retail
location demand. Yet again, these results reveal the heterogeneity of city and retail property
markets. It is important to note that such outputs (maps) and techniques can be employed
as real estate investment, development, and urban planning tools in making vital decisions
as regards the future use and management of urban retail spaces (properties).

5. Conclusions and Area of Further Research

This paper investigated the relationships between the demand and supply of retail
space and Spatial Accessibility in Leeds, Newcastle, and York at two scales to estimate
retail location performance with a view to understanding how retail locations can be
managed sustainably. Results showed that accessibility of retail location influences the
demand for retail spaces to a higher degree than the supply of retail spaces. That is, the
relationships between changes in retail rental value and Spatial Accessibility could help in
estimating the future of retail location performance in cities. Moreover, the results revealed
the heterogeneous nature of cities and the importance of taking into consideration the scale
at which the city is being analysed when investigating the relationships between urban
economic data and spatial configuration parameters.

Investigations have shown that scientific computation of retail consumer movement
via spatial configuration can enhance the application of relationships between accessibility
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and retail property markets in given locations. The practical applications of relationships
between land value and accessibility were enhanced by estimating and mapping the future
location performance of retail spaces. Specifically, such outputs can support strategic
decisions on sustainable urban retail investment, development, occupation, and planning.
Similarly, findings from this study can be applied to improve urban resilience, place-making
and sustainability policies, planning and development strategies, especially concerning
vitality, viability and socio-economic value of retail locations and properties.

This paper showed that there is a stronger relationship between variables at mesoscale
across all the sampled layouts. Therefore, the paper recommends further investigation of
relationships between variables at a smaller scale (microscale), depending on the practical
application of outputs (maps). Furthermore, whilst this research only considered limited
accessibility indexes, the paper identified the possibilities of updating the predicting model
using other local (controlled) variables of integration to estimate retail location perfor-
mance. Similarly, other existing econometric models, such as Spatial Error Model, Spatial
Lag Model, and Spatial Durbin Model, can be adopted in estimating the spatio-temporal
performance of retail locations across cities. Finally, this research calls for a similar investi-
gation of other cities and property types, whilst implementing a similar methodology and
research techniques to measure and estimate property locational performance at different
spatial scales. This will contribute significantly to making retail locations sustainable to
meet the environmental, economic, and social sustainability agenda in cities.
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